Multistage ice-damming of volcanic flows and fluvial systems in Northeast Syrtis Major
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ABSTRACT
The northeast edge of the Syrtis Major volcanic complex records a diverse history of volcanism and climate of early Mars which has long been argued to be dominated by icy or wet conditions. This region contains a stratigraphic record that spans the period of phyllosilicate secondary mineralogy from moderate pH alteration of the Early Noachian crust, to the more acidic, sulfate-forming, Hesperian period dominated by the adjacent volcanic plains of Syrtis Major Planum. A paleo-fluvial basin and channel system etched in the Syrtis Major volcanics is identified and analyzed using multiple instruments onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. These observations and analysis link the current landscape and the basin’s existence at the base of the Syrtis Major lava flow to a paleo-glaciation within the Isidis Basin. This paleo-glaciation formed ice sheets kilometers thick and ranged over hundreds of kilometers laterally and is responsible for halting the Syrtis Major flows in the Northeast Syrtis area to form the observed steep cliffs and the topographically flat mesa. Following this large scale glaciation, channels fed primarily by precipitation were etched into the Hesperian volcanics before filling the basin and flowing out an area of higher topography than is currently available due to the existence of an episodic ice dam before terminating in a potential, highly eroded, fan. The dynamic relationship between the climate and landscape evolution has left an imprint on the local geologic record of this complex region of Mars, with testable observations that could be made with the Mars 2020 Rover in the form of a highly jointed surface formed from lava ice interactions on the cliff face of the volcanic mesa.

1. Introduction
The northeast edge of the Syrtis Major complex is located on the western edge of the Isidis Basin (Fig. 1) and contains a basin and channel system with many morphological features and geologic units that have been suggested to be related to a global ocean or regional ice sheet during the Hesperian (Bramble et al., 2017; Guidat et al., 2015; Quinn and Ehlmann, 2019). This area straddles the geologic boundary between the Noachian, clay-rich crustal exposures of Nili Fossae (Ehlmann et al., 2009; Mustard et al., 2009) and the Hesperian volcanics of Syrtis Major (Pawdon, 2016; Hiesinger and Head, 2004). This global stratigraphic boundary is suggested to mark a global change in volcanic, fluvial and alteration activity (Bibring et al., 2006). The diversity of geologic processes and mineralogical units represented in the region makes it a complex but important region to understand. The oldest preserved local unit is the phyllosilicate-bearing Noachian bedrock that forms the modern plains to the north of Syrtis Major. The region was then shaped and excavated during the formation of the Isidis impact basin at ~3.96 Ga (Werner, 2008) (Fig. 2). The basin formation created the regional slopes and topography that influences later fluvial processes. Olivine-bearing [(Mg,Fe)2SiO4] units were then emplaced throughout the region stratigraphically above the altered bedrock. Emplacement has been suggested as either impact melts from the Isidis event (Mustard et al., 2007), picritic lava flows (Tornabene et al., 2008), or more recent work suggesting they are emplaced through detrital sedimentation due to their association with topographic lows (Rogers et al., 2018). This was followed by the tectonic formation of the Nili Fossae troughs (Wichman and Schultz, 2008) cross-cutting the olivine-bearing units (Mustard et al., 2007, 2009). The region was subsequently shaped by the impact that formed Jezero crater. Subsequent fluvial activity formed the Jezero crater lake and deposited phyllosilicate-bearing deltas 3.74 Ga ago (Ehlmann et al., 2008a; Fassett and Head, 2005; Goudge et al., 2015;
The regional olivine-bearing unit was partially altered to a magnesium carbonate-bearing \((\text{MgCO}_3)\) assemblage \((\text{Ehlmann et al., 2008b})\) and extensive surface leaching occurred in the altered basement units to create zones of kaolinite \([\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_5(\text{OH})_4]\). Stratigraphically above those units is a sulfate-bearing layer capped by the low viscosity, basaltic Syrtis Major volcanic flows \((\text{Bandfield et al., 2000}; \text{Ehlmann and Mustard, 2012}; \text{Simpson et al., 1982})\). How the sulfate unit formed is still debated, but recent work suggests a regional ground water system \((\text{Andrews-Hanna and Lewis, 2011})\) or regional Isidis ice sheet \((\text{Soucek et al., 2015})\) would be required to explain the depositional history and further fracturing alteration of the unit \((\text{Quinn and Ehlmann, 2019})\).

The last major unit to be emplaced in the region was the Syrtis Major volcanic lavas that cap the local stratigraphy to the immediate southwest of our study region \((\text{Fawdon, 2016}; \text{Hiesinger and Head, 2004}; \text{Schaber, 2008})\). The study of Syrtis Major’s eastern cliff forming morphology and the knobby terrain transition from Syrtis Major to the Vastitas Borealis unit of the Northern Lowlands suggests that the lavas may have encountered a volatile rich unit, such as an ice sheet \((\text{Edwards et al., 2013}; \text{Ivanov and Head, 2003})\). In addition to this, it is noted that lava flow margins are very irregular with steep cliffs that indicate possible lava-ice interactions \((\text{Ivanov and Head, 2003})\). The presence of ice deposits at mid-latitudes is predicted at times of high obliquity \((\text{Mustard et al., 2001})\) during the recent Amazonian and may be more likely during an earlier, more volatile-rich period in Martian history with evidence for Hesperian aged glaciation near the dichotomy in other parts of Mars \((\text{Davila et al., 2013})\).

The geologic complexity of the transition and its surface visibility motivate our investigation to constrain the local, late stage fluvial history of Northeast Syrtis. The emplacement of the Syrtis volcanics was followed by a period of fluvial erosional activity as noted by \text{Mangold et al.} (2008), who described the presence of a channel etched elsewhere into the Syrtis basalt. That channel and several related nearby fluvial features would have required a significant source of water to create the observed morphology within the basalt, with 515 km$^3$ of water estimated to form the fracturing and expansiveness of the sulfates within the area \((\text{Quinn and Ehlmann, 2019})\). We expand on the work by \text{Mangold et al.} (2008) by investigating a set of Hesperian-aged geomorphic features that are similar, but are instead located on the transition from the Hesperian volcanics to the adjacent Noachian terrains. We complement prior works by \text{Bramble et al.} (2017) who characterized the morphology of the geologic units, and several others who have provided spectral analysis \((\text{Ehlmann et al., 2008b}; \text{Goudge et al., 2015}; \text{Mustard et al., 2009})\), by focusing our analysis on the sedimentological units following a tentative gravitational equipotential surface within the basin, such as a magnesium carbonate layer and volcanic units tracing the topography contours within the basin.

We respond to key questions motivated by the basinal landscape. First: what are the likeliest hydrological sources for the upland source channels? Second: what terminated a large volcanic flow to preserve an isolated basin? Third: what enabled basin drainage via topographically lower outlet channels, despite the existence of a topographically lower potential outlet to the SE? Once addressed, we look to answer the overarching question: to what extent do the findings suggest glacial activity at this geologic transition zone?

### 1.1. Local fluvial system features

The Northeast Syrtis region’s fluvial morphology can be divided into two main periods. The first period is defined by the meandering rivers \((\text{Schon et al., 2012})\) and the delta formation in the Jezero Crater open basin lake \((\text{Ehlmann et al., 2008a}; \text{Fassett and Head, 2005})\), dated at 3.74 Ga \((\text{Fassett and Head, 2008})\), and pre-dates the Hesperian-aged volcanics that embay the lacustrine deposits \((\text{Goudge et al., 2012})\). The second period post-dates the Hesperian volcanics of Syrtis Major, with sources within the volcanic terrains as we explore here. Given those
two episodes of fluvial processes, we subdivide the region of interest into upland source channels, basin, outlet channel, and channel fan (Fig. 3). Current literature has mentioned the existence of the upland source channels (Hiesinger and Head, 2004), the basin (Bramble et al., 2017), and the outlet channels (Quinn and Ehlmann, 2019), however, the channel termination remains unaddressed in the literature.

1.1.1. Upland source channels

A morphologically subdued system of upland channels is apparent on top of a volcanic plateau emplaced in the early Hesperian (Fawdon et al., 2019; Hiesinger and Head, 2004) (Fig. 4). The braided, shallow channels start in the west and follow a shallowly dipping, 7 km wide basaltic plateau that previously floored a topographic low in the Noachian-aged material (Fig. 4A). In extending beyond the basaltic unit, the channels cross a few kilometer long flat-topped volcanic mesa (Fig. 4B) with cliffs over 100 m in height (Fig. 4E). On the mesa, the channels spread predominantly to the east and the south, along with several minor extensions in different directions. The southern channel (Fig. 4D) leads to a closed basin immediately south of this plateau. The eastern channel system (Fig. 4C) continues off the volcanic plateau and erodes a channel that leads to the basin.

1.1.2. Basin

The eastern channel mentioned above leads directly to a topographic basin centered at 17.6°N 76.6°E (Fig. 5). The basin depression is ellipsoidal with an elongate southeast-northwest axis. The basin contains two potential outlet paths, one to the east, and one to the southeast. The southeast outlet is floored by loose particulate material that has been derived from adjacent cliff forming volcanics (Bramble et al., 2017). A lake would be required to have filled this basin in order to activate these outlet channels (Quinn and Ehlmann, 2019).

1.1.3. Outlet channels and termination

The basin has an outlet channel system on its eastern edge, with no outlet channels observed in the southeastern passage (Quinn and Ehlmann, 2019). The outlet channel erodes through the Noachian terrain for 48 km before terminating at an elevation of ~3050 m in the modern MOLA topography at the edge of the Isidis Basin (Fig. 6).

2. Methods

Surface morphology was assessed using ~6 m/pixel images from the Context Camera (CTX) instrument on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) spacecraft (Malin et al., 2007). Detailed morphology was also investigated using ~0.25 m/pixel images from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) instrument on MRO (McEwen et al., 2007) where available. We maintain all imaging data in an ArcMap GIS database (Table 1). Topographic information and regional slope was determined using transects with Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) gridded topography with a resolution of ~463 m/pixel or 128 pixels per degree (Zuber, 1992), and High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) (Neukum and Jaumann, 2004) Digital Elevation Models (DEM). Local topography has been determined with CTX derived DEM. CTX DEMs were produced with the NASA Ames Stereo Pipeline software (Edwards and Broxton, 2012) or provided by the USGS Astrogeology Science Center using a blend of MOLA and HRSC images allowing for vertical accuracy as fine as 10 m (Ferguson et al., 2018). A normalized and seamless mosaic was provided for the area by the Bruce Murray Laboratory for Planetary Visualization (Dickson et al., 2018). Channel branching angle is determined using CTX and HiRISE images by dividing up the channels into stream segments and finding the junction angle between these two segments (Seybold et al., 2017).

Mineral composition was determined with reflectance spectra by the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM), a visible and near-infrared (VNIR) hyperspectral imaging instrument (Murchie et al., 2007). CRISM acquires full resolution targeted (FRT) images at 18 m per pixel spatial resolution and 544 spectral bands ranging from 0.36–3.9 μm (Murchie et al., 2007). CRISM images were calibrated with a volcano scan method (McGuire et al., 2009) to eliminate atmospheric effects and ratioed against spectrally bland areas covered by dust of average albedo and illumination within the image to improve detection of minerals with absorption bands that lie within spectral bands ranging from 1.9–2.1 μm. Table 1 lists examples of image and spectral data that we used.

Ages of the volcanic capping units were determined using CraterStats 2 within ArcMap using CTX images for the Syrtis Major volcanic unit to the west and two capping units within the basin (Fig. 9). Other areas within and around the basin were not counted due to low crater retention, stemming from their friability which is up to 78% lower than the volcanic units chosen (Palumbo and Head, 2018). Following the guideline of at least three orders of magnitude larger area than the smallest diameters for the craters, while maintaining crater diameters to be larger than 100 m, was implemented to avoid large uncertainties (Hartmann, 2005). However, it should still be noted that crater counted areas within the basin are <100 km² and are likely to be impacted by resurfacing events with associated high uncertainties (Warner et al., 2015). No secondary craters were observed within our units, a major critique of the crater counting method when using smaller craters as noted by McEwen et al. (2005).

3. Results

3.1. Upland source channels

The braided upland source channels etch the volcanic landscape with a diffuse origin. The channels bifurcate at twenty different locations at an average angle of 43° ± 21° as they move down the volcanic slope before dispersing into multiple paths on the volcanic mesa. The channels...
exit the mesa by diverting to two different areas: one into the basin to the east, the other off the mesa to the south. The major system that is directed south erodes back the mesa 4.2 km (Fig. 4D), and ends in the poorly preserved remnants of a possible sediment fan roughly 20 km from the mesa. The other system trends eastward off of the mesa, eroding it back a distance of 3.5 km (Fig. 4C). The channel continues easterly as it encounters a boxwork texture of light-toned sulfate bearing material (Quinn and Ehlmann, 2019) before entering the basin (Fig. 4C).

3.2. Basin

Current topography shows that the basin would drain via a 3 km wide gap to the southeast if filled above the ~2450 m, 100 m lower than the water height that would have activated the outlet channel to the east (Fig. 5). However, we find no major indications of fluvial morphology or modification to suggest runoff in the southeastern gap. While this gap is floored by loose material that may obscure any of these features, we do not observe any of these features emerging once the loose material has lessened. At times when discharge was occurring only through the northeastern outlet channel, the lake would cover approximately 300 km$^2$ with a maximum depth of 200 m. Along the eastern side of the basin, light-toned, spectrally-dominated magnesium carbonate layer based on CRISM observations can be seen tracing the topography in the area and is exposed in the rims of nearby impacts (Fig. 7).

3.3. Outlet channels

The proposed lake inside the basin would have emptied through an outlet channel that drained east, carving through the Noachian clay-bearing crust (Fig. 6). This channel can be traced for 48 km as it drops ~750 m from an elevation of ~2330 m at the basin rim to ~3050 m elevation eastward. The channel begins with a well-defined and preserved path and a width of ~500 m. After the first ~7 km, the channel morphology becomes complex with signs of braiding or multiple channel forming episodes. One section, 10 to 25 km from the head, contains a branching path that contains at least four distinct sub-channels. The channel also bifurcates 30 to 35 km from the head. In addition, from the start at the basin, there are two potential topographic channels. Using

**Fig. 4.** Upland source channel terrain. Top panel is a CTX mosaic with shaded relief HRSC DEM overlay. A) Braided erosional grooves on the slightly down sloping volcanic plane. B) CTX mosaic shows flow features that eroded the igneous rock layer along the topographically flat volcanic mesa. The positive relief remnants of erosion, such as around the crater near center are morphologically consistent with flow in the direction of the current slope. These flow features spread primarily eastward and southward, eventually converging into two tens-of-meter wide channels. A smaller number of erosional features are identifiable in a northerly direction. C) Light-toned sulfate bearing material with boxwork texture with the basin inlet channel eroding the Syrtis Major volcanics. D) Southern channel eroding into the Syrtis Major volcanics E) Highly irregular boundary of the volcanic flows with steep cliffs over 100 m high.

**Fig. 5.** CTX mosaic with colored HRSC DEM overlay shows a topographic low that forms the basin of the purported past fluvial system. The exterior contour (~2350 m) shows the topographic boundary that would have activated the eastern outlet channel. Shaded box shows location of Fig. 7.
the combined visual and topographic mapping, we can identify at least six variations in the outlet path. Sections of the channel are subdued, but a majority are well defined with sharp sides. Much of the length of the channel floor now has aeolian ripples that are consistently perpendicular to the channel walls, indicating a localized wind regime parallel to channel walls, before terminating.

### 3.4. Outlet channel termination

The channel terminates at ~3050 m and forms a heavily dissected fan (Fig. 8) that covers an area of 2.1 km². The fan does not show significant topography beyond the regional slope. About 12.5 km downslope from the fan, two additional channel fragments, 4 km in length and morphologically similar to the outlet channel (in terms of width, depth, and sinuosity), are separated by basin floor material. Due to the friability of the local geology and the size of the fan, we are unable to determine the fan age using crater counting methods.

### 3.5. Dating of the volcanic units

The Hesperian Syrtis Major Volcanics were crater counted to an age of 3.4 ± 0.05 Ga using 170 craters within the area (Fig. 9A). The dark crater retaining unit (Bramble et al., 2017) within the basin was dated to 2.1 ± 0.2 Ga for the eastern unit using 97 craters (Fig. 9B). The western unit within the basin was dated to the same age of 2.1 ± 0.2 Ga using 99 craters. While the dark crater retaining units within the basin correspond in age, the reader should note that due to the size of these units and the susceptibility to resurfacing events, they do contain large uncertainties compared relatively to the Hesperian Syrtis Major Volcanics to the west.

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Image ID</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study Area</td>
<td>E72, N16</td>
<td>CTX</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Area</td>
<td>E76, N16</td>
<td>CTX</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic</td>
<td>E76, N16</td>
<td>CTX</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Fan</td>
<td>ESP_036407_1975_RED</td>
<td>HiRISE</td>
<td>8A, 8B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagan Crater</td>
<td>B21_018003_1916_XN,11N030W CTX</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan</td>
<td>D05_029260_1828_XN,02N274W, tiff</td>
<td>CTX</td>
<td>8C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya Montes</td>
<td>FR700199C7 CRISM</td>
<td>CRISM</td>
<td>7C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basin HiRISE</td>
<td>ESP_04882_1980_RED</td>
<td>HiRISE</td>
<td>7A, 7B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 6.** Mapped outlet channels. Topography shows multiple eroded channels flowing from west to east before terminating in a fan. Four visually distinct and two additional potential channels derived from topography could have been active during different fluvial episodes as evident in the DEM overlay.

**Fig. 7.** CTX view of basin fill unit. The unit is highly textured and retains craters. The fill unit is spectrally bland. A) The fill unit is surrounded by light-toned, layered olivine and magnesium carbonate deposits that trace the topography of the area shown in this HiRISE image. B) HiRISE view showing the carbonates underlying the fill unit and exposed around the edges of a 500 m crater on the basin fill, constraining the fill unit thickness to ~40 m. C) CRISM ratioed reflectance of magnesium carbonate (MgCO₃) on edge of basin fill units. (FRT000199C7). Laboratory magnesite spectra for comparison (RELAB: LACB03B). Characteristic absorption features marked with vertical lines at 2.32 and 2.51 μm for magnesium carbonate (Ehlmann et al., 2008b).
3.6. Critical thickness of Syrtis Major volcanic flows

Two major characteristics of the Syrtis Major volcanic flows of interest are the critical thickness and the height of the cliffs that these flows formed along the topographic mesa. The difference between these two heights is crucial for determining if the flow should have continued along its path, or if it encountered an obstruction. The critical thickness is calculated using the standard equation

\[ h = \frac{S_y g}{\tan \alpha} \]

where \( S_y \) is lava yield strength, \( g \) is gravity, \( \rho \) is density and \( \alpha \) is the angle of the slope (Rothery et al., 2018). In order to derive probable critical thicknesses, we use a value of 3.72 m/s\(^2\) for \( g \) corresponding to Mars’s gravity (Hirt et al., 2012), \( \rho \) of 3000 kg/m\(^3\) representing standard basaltic composition (Stolper and Walker, 1980), and a regional slope of 12°. The lava yield strength parameter is varied in order to yield the widest range of possible thickness by using a minimum from Mauna Loa, Hawaii of 3.5 \( \times 10^2 \) Pa, and maximum from Ascreaus Mons of 8.3 \( \times 10^4 \) (Wilson and Head, 1994). Those returns values of 0.15 m and 35 m respectively for the critical thickness. The cliffs on the volcanic mesa are consistently over 100 m in height, with the northeastern side containing the largest cliffs at over 200 m high.

4. Discussion

Having described each of the components of this basin system separately, we now integrate these observations to interpret the underlying geologic processes. By assessing each question, its importance, and offering potential hypotheses to explain the observations, before finally addressing their individual significance to glacial activity throughout the study region.
4.1. Q1: What are the likeliest hydrological sources for the upland source channels?

We observe that the upland channels lack a clear origin point, and in Fig. 4A the channels bifurcate and etch through the volcanic cap rock until they erode back the edge of the volcanic plateau (Fig. 4D, E). Of those, only the most eastwardly channel connects to the basin via surface morphology while the others head to parts of the surrounding terrain, with laterally fading geomorphic expression. While a fluvial origin has been favored, alternative mechanisms have been considered, including effusive lava channels. However, the lack of a spatially localized source, the meanders, lack of a debris field, and the erosion at the edge of the plateau are collectively more consistent with fluvial erosion rather than a lava channel formation (Crown and Ramsey, 2017; Susko et al., 2017).

Groundwater sapping was also considered as a source of the channels given the existence of other groundwater systems south of this area (Mangold et al., 2008). However, this area is topographically higher by over 1 km than estimated groundwater depth for the relevant time period (Salese et al., 2019). Water can flow upwards to the surface through confinement within dikes (Salese et al., 2019). Extensive dike formations associated with both Syrtis Major and the Isidis Basin could possibly displace the groundwater table this way. However, we do not see morphology consistent with groundwater sapping, such as fissures, or stepped deltas. In addition, a dike-controlled water table would require elevation differences for sapping far greater than what has been observed in previous studies (eg: Salese et al., 2019). Other suggested sources include subsurface outflows from aquifer over-pressurization, possibly from volcanic heating, impact fracturing of overlying units, or the raising of subsurface water tables (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007).

However, such point sources are not observed in our study region. The lack of a localized origin can indicate a distributed source for fluvial activity. Precipitation in the form of snow or ice, with subsequent basal melting of ice deposits would leave no erosional marks until the runoff concentrated to the point of carving the observed channels. Mangold et al., (2008) described several potential sources for the channels observed to the south of our study region. Alternatively, periodic high obliquity (Laskar et al., 2004) may enable low latitude ice deposits in the region. Basal melting of such ice could provide the fluids required to carve the observed morphology and could focus the flow along specific channels. A widespread surface ice source would explain the diffuse nature of the source fluvial morphology on the volcanics and the lack of a localized source, similar to that we see with the thumbprint terrain scattered throughout the northern plains of Mars (Lockwood and Kargel, 1994). The volume of water from that source had to fill the basin above 200 m from the floor level to the ~2350 m contour in order to discharge through the eastern outlet channel, following the braiding paths atop the volcanic terrain (Fig. 4A). The tributary channels suggest a distributed source, otherwise they would require multiple subsurface breakouts that would then follow separate paths. If a breakout resulted in significant discharge, it would likely concentrate in a single deep channel along the strongest topographic gradient or most mechanically susceptible rock layers. In contrast, the observed shallow, narrow channels are more consistent with minor flow volumes sourced from a wider area with regional precipitation, likely a snow or ice layer. The low branching angle of 43° ± 21° also indicate these channels were fed by the hydrological cycle. Channels fed by the hydrological cycle have an average bifurcation angle of 45° compared to groundwater sapping which has much wider bifurcation angles of 73° on average (Seybold et al., 2018).
4.2. Q2: What terminated a large volcanic flow to preserve an isolated basin?

Question 2 arises given proximity to the Syrtis volcano with widespread and low viscosity lava flows (Bandfield et al., 2000; Ehlmann and Mustard, 2012; Simpson et al., 1982) that end abruptly at the basin margin after forming a topographically flat mesa. The basin had to survive regional volcanism, erosion of the surrounding terrains, and potential lacustrine fill to remain a topographic low. Conversely, 1100 km to the south, similar small basins in the Noachian terrain have been flooded by Syrtis lava flows, so how did this depression persist despite similarly expected lava flow extent? Considering the embayment relationships observed elsewhere on the margin of Syrtis Major (Fawdon, 2016), as lava advanced it should filled the basin if it encountered the modern landscape. This suggests that this location was different when the lava from Syrtis Major Planum was emplaced elsewhere. The lava flows that were halted are aged 3.4 ± 0.05 Ga. This is 1.3 Ga older than the model age for deposits on the basin floor. This suggests an obstruction that halted the volcanic flows near the irregular surface (Fig. 4E), but disappeared subsequently to allow younger lava flows to infill the basin. Previous work has shown that the thickness of the Syrtis Major volcanic flows range from 20 to 40 m (Fawdon et al., 2013; Hiesinger and Head, 2004), however, the cliffs formed at the flow terminations of the mesa are over 100 m, well outside of the measurements taken throughout Syrtis Major. While the lava should have continued to flow since the estimated critical thickness is dramatically lower than the observed cliff heights, we also find the volcanic mesa to be many meters thicker than expected and does not follow the local topography. This suggests the flows came in contact with an obstruction and caused a pooling effect at the base of the flows (Fig. 10), rather than emplacement being arrested by endogenic factors, which would create both the topographically flat area, as well as the much thicker section of volcanics.

A higher Noachian plain could have stopped abutting lava flows, and eroded subsequently to the modern basin. However, it would be mechanically unlikely for aeolian or fluvial erosion to create the basin associated with channels. Such processes can deflate surfaces or cut channels, but they commonly fill basins, not create them. Nevertheless, a depression could form through erosional processes if there was an initial heterogeneity in the Noachian material with spatially coincidental less-resistant material deflecting to form the basin. That hypothesis is not testable with current satellite observations, due to resolution limits and difficulties in quantifying variations in relative ages. Alternatively, friable, yet non-lithic, material may have occupied the basin at the time of the lava flows. A simple mechanism that would fit our observations would be a > 1 km thick ice sheet (Fig. 10). This would have halted lava flows (Fig. 10), and contributed the edge effects observed by Ivanov and Head (2003) that differ from volcanic flow terminations found elsewhere around Syrtis Major (Fawdon, 2016). Using numerical modeling, proposed ice sheet thickness range from 1 to 2 km within this area, in line with estimates based on the halting of the lava flows (Soucek et al., 2015). The relatively thin ice sheet required for Soucek et al. (2015) hypothesis, compared to adjacent areas reaching thickness as high as 5 km, further enhances its feasibility.

4.2.1. Terrrestrial and Martian analogues for lava ice interactions

The Hoodoo Mountain serves as an ideal analogue to the diverse lava ice interactions that can possibly form dependent on their spatial relationship relative between the ice and lava. The Hoodoo Mountain located in Coast Mountains of British Columbia contains a multitude of varying lava ice interactions over various different eruptive cycles dependent on the location of the ice relative to the lava when erupted. One of the most prominent interactions recorded are the cliffs ranging from 50 to 200 m found at the base of the volcano (Edwards et al., 1999; Souther, 1992). This is in contrast to the origin flows which begin at thicknesses of <30 m and begin to thicken downslope as the lava is dammed and ponded by massive ice units that were >500 m in thickness (Edwards and Russell, 2002). The cliff face of the lava ice interaction is nearly covered with cooling joints with a radius of <30 cm (Edwards and Russell, 2002). While the proposed lava ice contact may have resulted in such joints at the proposed lava ice boundary of Syrtis Major, such joints are currently invisible as they would be vertical along the cliff face in addition to their expected size near the resolving limitations of the HiRISE instrument. However, this would be a testable with local visual observations by the Mars 2020 Rover.

The lateral, subaerial contacts that we infer would lack many of the distinctive characteristics of subglacial and supraglacial contacts (Edwards and Russell, 2002). Lava flows that are halted by ice and form large cliffs in the process have occurred in multiple other locations, such as the Fimmvörðuháls eruption (Edwards et al., 2012) and Clinker Mountain (Mathews, 1952) on Earth, and within Pavonis Mons (Shean et al., 2005) on Mars. In contrast, at subglacial contacts a multitude of lava domes, breccia, and exposed spines arise (Edwards and Russell, 2002). Also contrasting with lateral contacts, supraglacial contacts are marked by vesicular dome structures, similar to the ones found in subglacial contacts (Edwards and Russell, 2002), or rootless cones (Fagents and Thordarson, 2009). Accordingly, as a lateral contact, the only lava ice interaction recorded in the study area is a substantially thickened flow downslope terminating in steep cliffs as a result of the ice-dammed lava flow.

4.3. Q3: What enabled basin drainage via topographically higher outlet channels, despite the existence of a topographically lower potential outlet to the SE?

Any lake level above the ~2450 m contour that completely encloses

---

Fig. 10. Location of the basin preserving ice sheet and illustration showing formation of the topographically flat mesa due to the ice damming the flow and causing a pooling.
the current basin would cause basin discharge through southeast passage. However, the eastern outlet channel has a head elevation of -2330 m, requiring an additional 120 m of water depth. The basin shows evidence for lacustrine deposition through the equipotential filling of the magnesium carbonate layer (Fig. 7), in addition to the layered sulfate deposits with dip angles lower than 10° discussed in detail by Quinn and Ehlmann (2019). We consider three hypotheses to explain the paradox of a developed eastern outlet channel despite the gravitationally favored drainage to the southeast.

The first hypothesis to explain the existence of the eastern outlet channel is that the current landscape may not represent the topography during the time of fluvial activity. Regional or local subsidence, uplift, or rebound, possibly from an ice sheet, could have modified the local topography enough to affect the boundaries of the paleolake shore and made the southeastern gap the low point in the basin rim, instead of the eastern outlet. However, this had to happen after the emplacement of the volcanics, the time of activity for this system, and would be expected to cause significant faulting and jointing which are not observed.

A second hypothesis to explain the existence of the eastern outlet is that a continuation of the sulfate and volcanic cap unit observed to the west of the passage may have created a wall and blocked the southeastern passage. We do not observe significant fluvial erosion within this passage, although it may be obscured by the lag deposits and debris that floors the passage. However, fluvial morphology is absent even beyond the roughly ~3 km passage length obscured by such debris. Alternatively, landslides of sulfate and volcanic wall material could have formed a dam, followed by aeolian deflation after the fluvial activity ended, or by dam collapse during a late fluvial episode. However, given the absence of significant block, boulders, or breccia within the outlet and the surrounding area, the hypothesis of a lithic blockage is unsupported.

The third hypothesis for the existence of the eastern outlet is that ice-dams temporarily blocked flow though the southeast outlet. A ~40° obliquity occurring as recently as 5 Ma ago suggests the likelihood of glaciation at that time (Laskar et al., 2004). A mere 200 m high ice dam could block the southeast passage and force discharge through the eastern passage (Fig. 11). Regional ice units, of atmospheric provenance, would also be consistent with the evidence for a diffuse source for the eastern passage. We do not observe significant fluvial erosion within this passage, although it may be obscured by the lag deposits and debris that floors the passage. However, fluvial morphology is absent even beyond the roughly ~3 km passage length obscured by such debris. Alternatively, landslides of sulfate and volcanic wall material could have formed a dam, followed by aeolian deflation after the fluvial activity ended, or by dam collapse during a late fluvial episode. However, given the absence of significant block, boulders, or breccia within the outlet and the surrounding area, the hypothesis of a lithic blockage is unsupported.

4.4. Global ocean implications

In Section 3.4 we mentioned a dissected fan that was potentially once a terminal delta at ~3050 m. The relatively small and simple morphology suggests a short period of formation, or extensive resurfacing and erosion. The eroded nature of the fan precludes observations of deltaic structures such as topsets, foresets, and bottomsets and cannot uniquely distinguish between a dry alluvial fan emplacement and a submerged delta that underwent extensive erosion. The existence of additional channels down slope toward the Isidis Basin suggest multiple channel flow episodes occurring before the fan development so as not to be cut by the topographically lower channels. The channels may have once linked to the main system and might be remnants of an older, larger flow or a lower water level within Isidis. Alternatively, the channels may be independent of our system given their distance from the fan in conjunction with being separated by basin floor material.

The fan’s topographic high of ~3050 m approximates that of the delta located in the south of the Isidis Basin (Erkeling et al., 2012). However, the fan is located 250 m lower than the cliff forming shoreline in southern Isidis proposed by Erkeling et al., (2012) at ~2800 m, and 550 m lower than the roughly ~2500 m shoreline proposed by many others based on deltas (Di Achille and Hynek, 2010; Fawdon et al., 2018; Molina et al., 2017). While these observations are not supportive of a global ocean, they do not necessarily preclude it either. The existence of an ocean would not support the morphology seen in this area such as the irregular volcanic flow terminations, the preservation of this basin, and the outlet channels flowing to a topographically higher outlet than available.

4.5. Glacial implications

Large scale glaciation has been suggested in the Northeast Syrtis region previously (Bramble et al., 2017; Guidat et al., 2015; Ivanov and Head, 2003; Souček et al., 2015), which we advance with geomorphological observations revealing the possibility and extent of local ice deposits. To preserve the basin at the edge of the Syrtis Major flows, ice would need to have been present during the end stages of the Syrtis Major emplacement (Fig. 10), crater-counted to 3.4 Ga. Furthermore, while it is difficult to morphologically bound the height of ice, the basin is surrounded by coherent volcanic surfaces directly to the south that are 700 m higher than the deepest part of the basin and nearly 1 km higher to the west where source channels are present. If the Syrtis Major lava or pyroclastic flows overtopped the ice unit, a visible volcanic debris field would be expected as the ice melted away. The lack of the volcanic debris field suggests that the ice sheet would have been at least 1 km thick when the current flow front formed, also consistent with numerical models which put the thickness of the potential ice sheet above this limit (Souček et al., 2015). There is a lack of classic glacial landforms such as ribbed moraines in the case of a wet-based glacier or cold-based sub-glacial meltwater channels in the immediate study area, but such assemblages are usually located at the base of the ice. While this study area
lacks such commonly expected morphologies associated with glacial landforms, it is still modeled to have been covered by an Isidis Basin ice sheet (Soucek et al., 2015). Additionally, there are multiple glacial features mapped throughout the surrounding area (Guidat et al., 2015), along with many areas that lack these features, even though all are modeled to have been covered by an ice sheet (Soucek et al., 2015). The abundant glacial features mapped have been dated to 3.4–3.1 Ga (Guidat et al., 2015; Ivanov et al., 2012), which coincides with the time period of an Isidis ice sheet based on modeling of 3.4–2.8 Ga (Soucek et al., 2015), in addition to the volcanics that were damped and ponded to form the topographically flat mesa, dated to 3.4 ± 0.5 Ga (Figs. 9A, 10). The existence of this ice sheet, and the associated morphologies, all coincide with the halted Syrtis Major lava flow of the same age. While it is possible the ice sheet existed before or after the mentioned time period, current observations do not constrain the secular direction.

The observed fluvial geomorphology and multiple outflow channels suggest multiple episodes of drainage based upon the multiple paths taken by the channels. That is consistent with climate cycles that episodically replace regional ice with some basal melting. The outlet channels are too small to retain craters for accurate chronology. Higher resolution data would be needed to better resolve the number, duration, and possibly order of glacial episodes in their relation to the outlet channels. However, the most complex portion of the outlet channels show three parallel sections (Fig. 6). If each drainage episode created a separate channel section, and a final episode drained through the modern southeastern break in the basin, a minimum of four discharge events are expected. It is likely that channels sustained multiple, temporally separated, flows and that evidence of early events would have been resurfaced or eroded by later ones. This leaves open the possibility of a multitude of fluvial episodes that mirror climate cycles tied to the proposed glacio-fluvial basin.

5. Conclusions

The Hesperian-aged fluvial system located on the northeast Syrtis boundary records important late-stage geologic events that are vital to understanding the region’s history. Our observations and interpretations collectively contribute to the understanding of the glaciofluvial processes in the northeast Syrtis region. We consider a second distinct episode of fluvial activity in the region, following the first associated with the Jezero open basin crater lake at 3.74 Ga (Fassett and Head, 2010). The existence of this ice sheet, and the associated morphologies, all coincide with the time period of a multitude of fluvial episodes that mirror climate cycles tied to the proposed glacio-fluvial basin.
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